Year 6 Home Learning Week Beginning 20.4.20

English

Maths

Other

Speaking & listening
I can speak clearly to explain the main meaning of
something I have watched or listened to.
Watch Newsround or something similar. Listen to a
story or part of a story.
Think about what you would say about the main points
you have heard. Speak to an adult and explain the
main points from your listening.

I can add and subtract fractions with common
denominators.
Video link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7UIeBpeKoU
Activity: https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-6/add-three-ormore-fractions-with-like-denominators

Science
I know light travels in straight lines
Find a torch, and an empty box, cereal box or
something similar.
Make a small hole in the side, shine the torch through
the hole and then look through from the side to see
how the light travels. Draw and label a diagram to
show what is happening.
What happens if you change the angle of the torch
shining through the hole? Does it shine around a
corner? Put an object in the box. Does the light go
around the shape?
Record or explain your findings to someone.

Reading
I can read and understand texts.

I can add and subtract fractions with common
denominators.
Videos to watch
https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-6/add-and-subtractfractions-with-unlike-denominators

Topic: Habitats / Eco
Twinkl home learning pack Year 6 Week 1 - Living
things and their habitats home learning tasks. (linked to
writing activity for the week too.)
Complete the jigsaw if you are able to print, or you
could make your own version to challenge someone
else.

Twinkl home learning pack for Year 6 Week 1
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/year-6-schoolclosure-home-learning-resource-pack-t-e-2549915
Fiction reading and questions, more there if required

https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-6/add-three-or-morefractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-6/add-and-subtractfractions-with-unlike-denominators-word-problems

Writing
I can plan my writing by recording my first thoughts and
building on those ideas using what I have read or need
to find out about as necessary.
Linked to habitat / eco activity.
Record first thoughts about a habitat for an explanation
page.
Find out more by doing the topic activity.
Add to your notes.
Create an explanation page about the habitat.

I can compare and order fractions less than one.
Videos to watch:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic/fractionarithmetic/arith-review-comparing-fractions/v/orderfractions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nH7s9SIjwus
Activity sheets
https://www.homeschoolmath.net/worksheets/comparin
g_fractions.php

Social
Play a board game or other type of game with
someone in your house.

Grammar/sentence structure
I can use speech marks accurately in my writing.
Look at https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvftsbk
Either write out a short conversation between two
cartoon characters using the correct punctuation or
create a poster about the rules for writing speech
marks in text.
Spelling
I can spell words with unstressed vowels.
Practise the first 12 spellings from the list. Look at the
spelling menu for all the different ways you could
practise your spellings.

I can compare and order fractions less than one.
Further activity sheets from previous day or

https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-6/put-fractions-inorder

I can compare and order fractions less than one.
Draw and write a range of fractions. Cut them up, put
them in order of size.
Challenges yourself to compare pictures and written
fractions, use related but different denominators, order
more than four fractions at a time. Challenge someone
in your home to order the fractions in a quicker time
than you can!

Creative
I can sketch considering size and proportion.
Look out of a window or find a plant to draw that is in
your home.
Try to sketch it as accurately as you can so that the
features are the right proportion to each other.
Remember all the skills you have been taught about
noticing, looking and reflecting.
Physical
PE with Joe Wicks. Can you keep up with Joe?

